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We wear kit in case the worst happens. Here’s what Tony Hoare used when the worst did happen

The 100mph crash test…
Time tested: Five club race weekends, one 

100mph crash

What’s good? This suit is laid out like this 

because it was cut off me after I crashed in a 

race at Cadwell Park, landing myself in hospital 

with pretty serious chest and shoulder injuries. 

The suit did a good job, the vast majority staying 

intact through my 50-metre or so tumble. 

Comfort and fit in most areas was superb when 

this rug was a suit, and hip armour is rare in 

off-the-peg suits and very welcome in this one. 

The suit is CE-approved as well, which is just 

as rare. This is ‘only’ the minimum CE standard, 

but that’s one up from most off-the-peg leather 

suits, which have CE armour but are not 

approved as a complete garment. In an earlier 

crash the suit survived with scuffs.

What’s not? The fit around the elbows was too 

loose and the suit ‘rolled’ around it on impact, 

which helped wear through the leather and 

expose my skin to the road. I’ll always have the 

scars on my left arm to remind me that I should 

have had the suit adjusted to fit better. 

Contact: www.moto-direct.co.uk

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating: ★★★★★

Arlen Ness 9473 one-piece leather suit, £549.99

Top 3 details
1. The rolling action of 

the suit around Hoare’s 

elbow created a pinch 

point and wore a hole in 

the leather.

2. The only other hole is 

a small one on the torso, 

which isn’t a surprise 

considering the amount 

of ventilation holes. 

3. Hip armour is a rarity in 

off-the-peg leather suits. 

Hoare landed square on 

his hip in two accidents, 

so was grateful of its 

presence.
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Time tested: 1000 miles/eight months

What’s good? They survived my Cadwell Park 

crash well enough to still be used now, but with 

quite a few scuffs for the authentic racing look. 

The sliders across the side of the boot took the 

brunt of the damage and there were no foot or 

ankle injuries, so I was happy. The R-S2s are 

comfortable when worn with leathers and are 

reassuringly solid.

What’s not? When you are walking around 

they make an amplified version of the annoying 

squawk that many owners of race boots will 

recognise – it can be quite annoying – and the 

upper lip causes slight discomfort when worn 

under textile trousers or jeans rather than 

over leathers.

Contact: www.nevis.uk.com

Quality rating:★★★★★

Value rating: ★★★★★

TCX R-S2 boots, £259.99

Time tested: Three seasons of club racing

What’s good? Despite broken ribs, at least one 

collapsed lung and a broken shoulder blade, I 

survived being run over by a bike travelling at 

close to 100mph. Chest protection is largely 

overlooked, but it covers vital organs and 

momentum usually carries the rider forward in 

a crash, leaving these areas vulnerable.

What’s not? The chest protector is great when 

worn with leathers because the suit holds it 

snug. Under textiles, it is a faff to secure it in 

place with Velcro straps.

Contact: www.forcefieldbodyarmour.com

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating: ★★★★★

Forcefield Pro L2K back protector, 
£99.99 and Race-Lite chest 
protector, £44.99
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Time tested: 1000 miles/six months

What’s good? Protection levels are high, with 

a five-star rating in the Government’s SHARP 

tests backed by the fact I escaped without 

a head injury. The trackside medics feared I 

would, but my MRI scans were clear and my 

spelling remains fyne! The lid is comfortable 

for short sprint races and well ventilated 

while the optical class one visor is brilliant for 

reassurance and a good field of vision.

What’s not? The anti-mist visor was 

overpowered in intense races or on wet rides 

and needed assistance from Fog Tech (www.

visorvision.co.uk). It was noisy on the road and 

not well-fitted around the base of the lid. This 

has changed for the far-more-snug 2013 model.

Contact: www.nevis.uk.com

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating: ★★★★★

Time tested: 6000 miles/two years

What’s good? Feel through the palms is 

great, especially once they’ve broken in, and 

the protection stood up well to my crash. The 

plastic slider on the heel of the palm has done 

its job, though is now thinner than before, as 

are the reinforcements elsewhere on the glove, 

such as on the thumbs.

What’s not? They take a while to bed in, and 

the exposed seam on the left forefinger wore 

through in the crash, creating a hole that 

thankfully wasn’t big enough for a finger to poke 

through. The ventilation is very effective, so 

they’re chilly for use on the road.

Contact: www.nevis.uk.com

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating: ★★★★★

Shark Race-R Pro helmet, £479.99

Furygan AFS8 Evo, £99.99 (now 
AFS10 Evo, £119.99)


